
Cherrybomb!  
Barbecue Sauce 

 
@ Backwoods Smoked Barbecue & Spirits 

 
Spiciness:  ***/5 Stars 

 
Cherrybomb! Barbecue Sauce will haunt your mouth, but it won’t make you cry.  Don’t let the 
habanero scare you.  This sauce is actually super suave and painless.  It’s just a gentle burn and a 
burst of fruity goodness to complement chicken, pork, beef, lamb, and any other barbecue delights 
that one might seek to enjoy at Backwoods Smoked Barbecue & Spirits (See Disclaimer below) or 
within the comfort of their own home anywhere in the world.   
 
I wanted to send this to The New York Times, but they don’t have a submissions section for talented 
food writers, culinary artists, experimental chefs, and whatever it is that I am.  One might call us 
“contributing subscribers”.  Anyhow, I will share it here as the result was exceptional, truly 
exceptional, much more so than the juniper sauce, so far at least.  I have been performing culinary 
experiments for over a decade and this was actually the most perfect realization of culinary product 
from initial vision to final product.  It’s rare.   
 
Ingredients:* 
 

• 1/2 Cup White Wine Vinegar 
• 1 Cup Ketchup 
• Half a Sweet Onion 
• 1 Ear of Garlic 
• 2 Cups of Diced Cherries (Pitted.) 
• 8 Diced Habanero Peppers (Suggestion: Wear Gloves!) 
• 1 Tablespoon Chili Powder  

(I’ll be designing a proprietary blend of chili powders from a variety of dried chilis.) 
• 1 Tablespoon Smoked Paprika 
• ½ Tablespoon Salt 
• ½ Tablespoon Pepper 
• 1 ½ Cups Water (or Beer (I’m going to try beer in round three.)) 
• ¼ Cup Butter 

 
*I’m still perfecting the proportions.  I’ve only made it twice so far.   

 
Process: 
 
Pit the cherries.  You’ll want a lot of them so that they shine through within the final product.  I’ve 
been using Red Cherries for their vibrancy and tang, but you can use any varietal.  Dice the pitted 
cherries as well as the vegetables.  Remove the stem and seeds from the habaneros prior to dicing.  
I suggest wearing gloves while cutting the peppers.  Then combine all the ingredients except the 



butter in a saucepan and simmer for approximately thirty minutes.  I process all the chunks in a 
food processor after thirty minutes, turning them into a puree, prior to returning them to the pan to 
continue simmering.  I allow the sauce to simmer on low for another fifteen or thirty minutes, I’m 
still designing the process, per the asterisk above, but I allow time to slowly and naturally thicken 
the sauce.  You do have to strain the chunks before it becomes fully thickened though.  It should 
be on the verge of becoming viscous, but not yet silky and sticking to the spoon.  You can save the 
pureed chunks as a spread to put on sandwiches, use it like a tapenade, or find some other creative 
way to use the whole.  Also, do not be alarmed in the midst of the process.  The early version of 
the sauce will probably scare the chef into compensating against how spicy it is prior to being fully 
reduced.  It burns, your fingers are burning, your tongue is burning, but once it reduces for another 
thirty minutes or so after the chunks have been removed, it becomes super mellow and the cherries 
shine through.  It’s incredibly spicy while it’s still liquid though.  Meanwhile, in the end, you can 
still feel it, but it’s actually really pleasant, a lingering sensation that slowly dissipates after the 
meal is complete.     
 
Once the sauce is fully reduced and has reached a silky viscous texture, add the butter, stir until 
fully incorporated, and remove it from the heat to allow it to cool prior to serving or storing in a 
sauce container.   
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Thomas Christopher Elliott 
 
 
 

 
Disclaimer: 

 
Backwoods Smoked Barbecue & Spirits doesn’t actually exist yet as a legal entity.  It is a nascent idea 
seeking to be birthed into your world, slowly taking form and growing beyond the view of anyone 
whose attention I haven’t captured yet. 

 


